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Submission of Survey D00269

This survey was conducted to take advantage of the resources of NOAA Ship RAINIER during
extra ship time alloted for weather contingencies during a transit from Vallejo, CA to Newport, OR.
The area surveyed was an area of geologic and nautical charting interest just offshore of the ship's
homeport of Newport, OR. This survey also served as a start to the 2020 field season for RAINIER,
in which we tested the recently upgraded EM710 Mark II MBES system, and sonar operators and
bridge personnel built experience and refreshed shipboard acquisition procedures. Stonewall Bank
is a shallow area 10-15 nautical miles offshore along the central Oregon coast and has a survey
vintage of 1928. Data from this project will support the Seabed 2030 mapping initiative and the
National Bathymetric Source Project. It will also serve to update nautical charts in the area, which
largely depict depths derived from outdated acquisition methods.

One variable resolution CUBE surface and one finalized variable resolution CUBE surface are
provided as a part of this survey. Surfaces were computed using NOAA complete coverage depth-
based resolution standards as specified in HSSD 2019. Raw backscatter data is provided as .all
files and processed backscatter is provided as .gsf files. One backscatter mosaic was generated for
submission in accordance with the HSSD.

All soundings were reduced to Mean Lower Low Water using VDatum. The horizontal datum for
this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). The projection used for this project is
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 10.

The associated uncertainty for the separation model used was applied in Caris HIPS 11.1.03 with
a value of 19.34 cm. The separation model and this uncertainty value was derived from NOAA's
VDatum SEP from Shapefile tool included in Pydro 19.4.
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